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STOGHASTIG BEHAVIOUR OF A COMPLEX SYSTEM
WITH BULK FAILURE AND PRIORITY REPAIRS
By A. K. GOVIL (»)

Abstract. — Behaviour of a complex System consisting of two classes of components L\
and La is considérée, where failure in class L\ results in complete breakdown of the system and
that in class L& brings the system to a reduced efficiency state. In class Li failure follows
exponential distribution but unlike the earlier studies [1, 2, 4], in class L& bulk failure is
assumed. In both the classes, repair follows gênerai distribution. Use of Laplace Transforms
and Supplementary variable technique have been made to obtain the solution. Asymptotic
behaviour of the system has also been examined.

INTRODUCTION
In many operating Systems, it is observed that there are components or
parts which when fail, bring the system to a reduced efficiency state. Quite a
good number of studies evaluating the behaviour of such Systems have been
carried out [1, 2, 3, 4], In all such studies, it has been assumed that in a small
interval of time, only one component fails. But in many reaîistic situations like
Téléphone exchanges and electronic computers, it is observed that components
do fail in bulk.
Keeping this in view, a complex system comprising of two classes of components (denoted hereafter as class L1 and L2) has been considered. Class Lt
consists of N components Connecting in series where failure of a component
brings about the complete breakdown of the system wherein failure and repair
of components of this class follow exponential and gênerai distributions,
respectively. Class L2 consists of several components which fail in bulk and
the failure form a Poisson process with an average failure rate X'. The failure
of components in class L2 causes the system to work in reduced efficiency
state. For repair purposes, it has been furthur assumed that the failed components of class Lx join priority class and those of class L2 join the non-priority
class. Behaviour of such a system has been evaluated under I Head of Line |
(1) Directorate of Scientific Evaluation, Ministry of Defence, New Delhi (India).
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priority discipline [5], Use of Laplace Transforms and supplementary variable
technique has been made to obtain the solution. Asymptotic behaviour of
such a System has also been examined.
NOTATIONS
A£ = constant failure rate of the ith component of class Lu
X' = average failure rate of components of class L2i
Sfa) s the gênerai probability density function of the ith component of
class Ll9
S'(y) = the gênerai probability density function of a component of class L2?
\ii(x)A = the first order conditional probability that a failed component of
class JLJL will be repaired between (x, x + A), subject to the condition
that the repair was not completed upto time x5
{L'(y)& = the first order conditional probability that a failed component of
class L2 wiîl be repaired between (y, y + A) subject to the condition
that repair was not completed upto time y,

It may be noted that

and

Define,
POtO(t) = the probability that at time t> all the components of class Lt
and L2 are working in normal efficiency,
POt7n(y, t)A m the probability that at time t, m components of class L2 are in
the faiîed state and the component is being repaired with elapsed
repair time (y, y + A), m > 0,
glim(x, t)A s the probability that at time t, m components of class L2 are
already in the failed state and the System is in the failed state due
to the failure of ith component of class L l5 is being repaired and
the elapsed repair time lies in the interval (x, x + A), m ^ 0,
p(r) s the probability that non-priority bulk is comprised of r components. Obviously p(r) — 0 for r < 1,
00

K{z) = the probability generating function, given by ^

zmp(m).

m= l
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Difference-Differential Equations Governing the Behaviour of the System
is

\

^' p<),o(O = IL

/• oo

/• QO

4U,O(X>

Ot^iW àx + I P0,i(y, t)y.'(y) ày, (1)
.«.»(*, t) = O,

(2)

^ T g j + H X / + (JtWko.mCy, O = E p o,r(j 5 Wp{m — r).
(3)
The above équations are to be solved under the following boundary conditions :
*„.-<P, 0 = XA.mO', 0,
A>,m(0, O = Z
i = l Jo

(4)

?h^.(*» Ol*l(*)d* +

^0,m+lÜ>, Oli'O) d^
JO

+ XTOt0(t)p(m). (5)
It has been assumed that initially all the components are working in normal
efficiency Le. lYo(°) = 1Taking Laplace Transforms of équations (1) through (5) and using initial
condition, we get
i = lJo

+ rpo.i<y,s)v.'(y)dy,

(6)

Jo
| ^ + s + (1^)1 «h^. (*, J) = O»

[

fl 1 -

^

>

(7)

- O,

£. + , + x + X' + y.'(y)\P0Jy, s) =

(8)
(9)

+ rFOtO(s)p(m).

(10)

The following generating functions are introduced to solve the équations :

Fh(x, S, «) = X

H0(y,S,*)= £ «"
m-X
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Using (11) and (12) in (7) through (10), we get

~ + s + ^x) I Fu(x, s, a) = O,

(13)

. + , + x + X' { 1 - * ( « ) } + n'OoUoO', *, a) = 0,

(14)

Fu(0, s, a) = X ^ o » ,
H0(0, s, a) = ^ ]
i-l

(15)

Fu(x, s, 0L){Li(x) dx — £
JO

qUt0(x3 s)iit(x) dx

i~l JO

+ ai f MH0(y, s, a)fi'O) ày - f "Po,^, ,){*'(y) dj
Jo

Jo

+ X'Po,o(^(a)-

(16)

The solution of the équations (13) and (14), is given by
Fl((x, s, a) =X£ P0,o(s) exp — sx — I (xs(^) dx »

(17)

and

#oO> J, a) = H0(0, s, a) exp { — ƒ V o ) ty
}

(18)

Making use of (6), (17) and (18) in relation (16), we obtain

K

[ +

}

OC

Let as be the root of the équation, then
which lies inside the unit circle |oc| = 1.
Hence, Ho(0, s, a) is a regular function in a for |a| ^ 1 and Re(s) > 0
and the denominator of (19) vanishes for a = OLS and A = 0, the numerator
of (19) vanishes for a = a5? thus

Po.o (s) - j

—

—

—

^

(20)
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Relations (17) and (18), give

(21)

U + £ X, { 1 —Sfy) } +

X' { 1 -tf(a)

and
1— S ' [ * + X + X'{1 — K(OL)}]

Z

[s + X + X' { 1 — J^(a) }]
I
22)
Where POtO($) is gi\
Asymptotic Behaviour of the System
Using AbePs Corollary in relation (20), we get

(if the limit on the right exists)
Po,o —

1 + Jx^+Vw
where M is the mean service time of the priority components and m is the mean
number of components in bulk.
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